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Overcome the emotional toll of chronic or invisible illness with 50 positive affirmations, writing
prompts, and soothing illustrations inspired by natureThis gorgeously illustrated volume offers
guided journaling to a community that stands to benefit immensely: those living with chronic
illness. Author and illustrator Emily Suñez—herself a chronic illness patient with multiple
diagnoses—speaks from experience through 50 affirmations and over 100 writing prompts that
will both console readers and empower them to: cultivate self-compassion and chart their own
course to inner healingdevelop the self-care strategies best suited to their illnessadvocate for
themselves with doctors, family, friends, and coworkersunlock the emotional benefits of
mindfulness and positive psychologyspot patterns related to their symptoms and manage them
betterThroughout, Emily’s bold, botanical illustrations underscore her message of hope and
resilience. This is the perfect gift for a loved one in need—or yourself.
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daisy, “I loved it!. With all that is going on in the world it was nice to have something to help me
focus and sort of get away from it all for a bit. The Healing Journal was perfect for that. The
exercises focused on self-care, positivity and being present which is exactly what I needed. It
wasn't so much a pure escape as instead an option for a reprieve - something to let me slow
down, take a breath, and really pay attention and digest what was going on both outside in all
the chaos in the world as well as inside and the effect all of it was having on my sense of self and
safety. It helped me be better able to live a present and intentioned life and pay attention and
focus on my health. That is just about the highest praise I can give anything right now. I highly
recommend it to anyone looking for something, anything, to give them a breath of fresh air (if
even for a moment).”

Terri K, “Start your Healing Journal Now!. Emily Sunez has created a personal and refreshing
way to deal with the complex issues of having one or more chronic illnesses. Her ability to
embrace self-care, self-empowerment and self-compassion is powerful. She provides prompts
with soothing watercolor illustrations to allow you to work through common issues for those
whose lives have been profoundly impacted by illness. Emily is a creative and talented writer
and artist and through her own experiences has created a beautiful book to allow you to have
the tools and strength to begin your healing journey. The book is dedicated to Emily's cousin,
Rebekah, who like Emily faced her illness with a smile and a positive attitude. I would highly
recommend this lovely book and hope it inspires you to live your best life.”

Sally, “Empowering and beautiful journal - great for chronic illness. This book is beautiful – both
in illustration and in message! I love how the title says it’s “for life with illness” – for those of us
who live with a chronic illness every day, this journal is soooo helpful. This journal helps me
regain a sense of empowerment especially on those days when my chronic illness is out of my
control. I really like that Suñez doesn’t make everything unrealistically positive (as some journals
do) but rather guides you to make room for both the triumphs and the hardships of life with
illness. Prompts honor the reality of having an illness while providing paths for empowerment
and healing. The prompts and the affirmations make me feel seen! They are so applicable to
chronic illness life, and I imagine they’d be relevant to just about any illness. Also the visuals in
this book are so peaceful! Awesome, empowering journal!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful gift of encouragement!. This journal is such an amazing gift of
encouragement and inspiration for anyone you know that is suffering from chronic illness. Set up
as a guide to healing, there are 50 healing affirmations and over 100 writing prompts,
accompanied by the most beautiful watercolor illustrations from the author, (a chronic illness
sufferer herself). I originally purchased two, but am back to purchase a few more. Unfortunately,
autoimmune conditions are not a rarity amongst young women these days; I know several



warrior women who will really appreciate this lovely workbook! Thank you, Emily Suñez!”

kaitlin, “Thoughtful prompts, beautiful affirmations. I'm so happy I purchased this journal. I find
free form writing sort of uncomfortable and the questions this guided journal asked are really
thought provoking. I thought affirmations might be silly but when I read through what the book
had I actually found them very empowering. Sometimes in illness you can feel isolated, or even
like you are experiencing gaslighting about your symptoms and feelings. I'm looking forward to
thinking through some of the questions of this journal and plan to share copies of this with
friends.”

Writerdeb, “Beautifully designed, Sensitive writing. I have chronic health issues and this book
gently helps to look at the issues, find compassionate approaches to dealing with them. I love
writing responses to the prompts and questions. Very helpful to stay in touch with the physical
and emotional impact.”

Jennifer, “A must have !. The Healing Journal is a must have for those with chronic illness! The
beautiful illustrations , affirmations and guided prompts provide a wonderful template for
healing . I love the authors use of hand painted florals and botanicals throughout the journal. It is
has definitely aided me in my own journey with chronic illness.”

Mindy B, “Beautiful and powerful. This book is so thoughtfully put together. The prompts really
resonated with me and are very empowering. I would highly recommend to anyone who is
looking to make sense of whatever illness they have been working through.”

The book by Emily Suñez has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 17 people have provided feedback.
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